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A few weeks ago I ran into Sam at the
beautiful Mechanics Hall in Worcester,
Massachusetts. He was producing Craig
Morris' new album of Philip Glass music for
solo trumpet. I had the privilege of sitting
in on a session and during a break began
talking to Sam about his incredible musical
journey.

JCJCJCJCJC     Sam, welcome to The Brass Herald.
How did your journey begin with the tuba?

SPSPSPSPSP I played accordion as a child and the
community band had one tuba player. He
told me that when the next year came I
could join the school band as an 11 year
old, there were no accordions allowed and
that I should play the tuba because I would
always have friends! The next day, I went
to sign up for the school band as a tuba
player and the band teacher told me I was
the first person who ever volunteered for
tuba in his class!

JC JC JC JC JC There have been so many incredible
experiences over your career, what have
been some of the most outstanding
highlights of your professional life?

SPSPSPSPSP Among many wonderful highlights are
performing Leonard Bernstein’s Mass on
stage at the opening night of the Kennedy
Center for the Performing Arts, playing on
the 100th Anniversary of Carnegie Hall
official concert and television broadcast to
163 countries with Empire Brass, playing
live on Soviet Television for two hours with
Empire Brass to over 160 million people in
11 time zones, being commissioned by
Jacqueline Onassis to arrange John
Kennedy’s seven favourite American
musical works for Caroline Kennedy’s

wedding, winning an Emmy for best
instructional video 2009, winning a Walt
Disney Award for imagination and
innovation from Drum Corp International
Championships 2006, having my double
trombone concerto, Bones of Contention
premièred at a College Band Director
National Association Convention by Joseph
Alessi and Marshall Gilkes, playing
concertos with John Williams and the
Boston Pops, playing at the Lionel Hampton
Festival with Hank Jones, Elvin Jones,
Frank Vignola and Lionel Hampton on BET
Television. And being a special guest of
Fred Rogers in an episode of the PBS-TV
series “Mister Rogers Neighborhood ” that
has broadcast nationally over one hundred
times.

JCJCJCJCJC  What do you expect from your
students at the Frost School of Music?

SPSPSPSPSP My teaching philosophy has always
been predicated on catching students doing
something right. Building these momentary
successes into a fine and lasting technique
or a deeper ability to interpret or
understand music has made a great impact
on the positivity and efficacy of my
teaching. The Frost School of Music is a
major wellspring of knowledge. I hope that
every student feels upon exit that they took
full advantage of what was offered to them
here. I look back now and see how very
well the Frost School of Music prepared me
for the Real Music World. Therefore, I
expect my students to be smart enough
and dedicated enough to spend their time
wisely while studying at the Frost School of
Music. Act like a professional now and you
will become one! By acquiring a passion for
musical learning while at the Frost School
of Music, you will experience musical

growth for many years
after achieving your
degree!

JC JC JC JC JC Entrepreneurship
education is becoming a standard offering
in music schools across the US. How is the
Frost School of Music integrating
entrepreneurship and the business of
music for the students?

SPSPSPSPSP The Frost School of Music has music
business majors and even a graduate
major for combination of law and music
business degrees. The faculty includes
former record company and publishing
company executives as well as several
high-powered producers and concert
presenters. These faculty members
become part of a mentoring programme of
lecturers and counsellors for students who
are about to enter the music world. The
business majors study music alongside the
performance students and are in a
constant state of collaborating to present
professional level concerts at indoor and
outdoor venues throughout the South
Florida area. In such an environment, the
preparation for future entrepreneurs is
constant from the very beginning of the
Frost School of Music experience.

JCJCJCJCJC One of the best resources for wind
players is “The Breathing Gym” which is
used in over 7000 schools in North
America. How did Pat Sheridan and you
come up with the concept and what are
the benefits for brass players?

SPSPSPSPSP Patrick Sheridan and I published The
Breathing Gym in 2002 to make Arnold
Jacobs’ teaching about breathing come
alive from the beginning of brass music
study via play therapies. The exercises are
arranged in a sequence, which include
stretches, breathing workouts and airflow
studies. Since publication, this method for
teaching young people about a very
fundamental basic of playing has been
adopted by many professionals and
advanced chamber and large ensembles as
a way of unifying group sound concepts.

JCJCJCJCJC What have been some of the biggest
challenges or obstacles you have had to
face during your career in chamber music
and in teaching?

SPSPSPSPSP I feel that there are three ingredients
for a great brass education: time spent
alone, time spent in chamber music
settings and time spent in large
ensembles. The most challenging part of
that recipe is gaining enough chamber
music education. This is because music
schools have a very hard time scheduling
time for small groups and the teachers
that need to coach them. I have fought
this battle for 43 years! It’s worth getting
people together, scheduling rooms and
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producing concerts for this valuable
experience that impacts a young
musician’s ability to perform at the highest
level of intonation, sound production,
musical shaping, rhythmic development,
musical opinion and the ability to
accompany others.

JCJCJCJCJC During your tenure with Empire Brass
what was it that made the group one of
the best chamber music ensembles in the
world?

SPSPSPSPSP The Empire Brass had a unique sound
chemistry, which caused a signature group
tone that was immediately identifiable.
Our recording and media career
happened because producers saw an
opportunity to brand a successful sound. 
From the beginning of Empire Brass, the
foundations of intonation, balance and
musical line were very strong, allowing
constant artistic growth. What a thrill!

JCJCJCJCJC Beginning in January you are joining
Boston Brass - what drew you back into
quintet playing again?

SPSPSPSPSP This year marks 20 years since I left
the Empire Brass. Coaching the Stamps
Brass Quintet (an honours chamber group
at the Frost School of Music) as freshmen
caused me to rediscover my passion for
great brass chamber music. THEN… I
substituted for Andrew Hitz in the Boston
Brass in May 2013 and found that rarest
of ingredients… MUSICAL CHEMISTRY!
The incredible sound simpatico and the
intense rhythmic environment had me

hooked once again. I can’t believe I’ve been
given another chance to make this kind of
art at such a high professional level. I’ll
always owe Andrew Hitz (my student)
thanks for choosing to start his family and
his solo career at this time!

JCJCJCJCJC What do you hope to pass on to your
students?

SPSPSPSPSP My hope is to instill a passion for the
process of becoming a Liberal Artist of
increasing musical depth in my students
that will last through their entire careers.
I’m excited that the intense training in
both recreative music and creative music
making that we started together will

continue to grow and enhance both the
teaching and performing lives of my
students.

JCJCJCJCJC What advice would you give an
aspiring young brass player?

SPSPSPSPSP It’s important to find a good mentor
teacher. Necessity may lead you to a
mentor teacher in cyberspace… This is
new and very exciting for people that feel
detached from the brass world! Next, the
young brass player needs to have a large
ensemble in which to grow as a player and
a musical citizen. This approach seems
popular among young brass players.
When the student adds a regular chamber
music experience to their large ensemble
life, the balance of musical learning
becomes complete. Adding a non-
conducted small group (such as brass
quintet, trombone quartet, etc.) allows the
student to develop a strong musical
opinion, better intonation, stronger
rhythmic feel and the ability to accompany.
Long term, the student should study to
become a virtuoso on their chosen
instrument while diversifying their
musical skill sets and knowledge. This will
produce what I like to call a Liberal Artist.
A musician who will be able to say, “Yes”
when opportunities present themselves
and succeed artistically. Each of these
successes is a “reputation builder” which
can be parlayed into a wonderful career.
“Hope to see you out on tour with the
Boston Brass or on the worldwide web!”
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